I’m P.Vijayalakshmi mother of A.V.K.Shaileshwaran. I wish to share my experience of my
son’s school life. I joined my son in Shree Gugans School CBSE in the year 2007 in Pre-kg. As
a mom with lot of excitement and expectations I entered into the school. At that time it was
a budding school. Two main things I expected was that the atmosphere and cleanliness of
the school. As soon as I entered the school campus I was so happy to see the atmosphere as
well as the cleanliness which impressed me lot. The same was maintained by the school
administration till today which is not a easy task.
Each and every yearas my son moving to higher class my expectation also increased
regarding his discipline and his education and same was assured by the school. Not only my
son but all the other students of Shree Gugans School ,I can boldly say all of them were well
disciplined which is more important for everychild throughtout their life.
Moving onto education right from Pre-Kg to X standard the teachers in the Shree Gugans
School are well trained and equipped. I believe in the words that “Teachers are the Second
Mother of the Child”, this is beacause the child spends8 hours in the school. Initially the
school was following Xseed curriculam which was also a best system of education. Lateron
the school adopted the NCERT curriculam and the teachers were also trained by the
management for the same. In regular intervals teachers were attending the training
programmes and seminars to upgrade themselves. This reflected in the studies of the
students which leads to the big transformation of each and every student. Handling the
students on their own way is the big responsibility of teachers. I wish to convey my
gratitude to all the teachers of Shree Gugans school for their massive hardwork which really
impressed me in a great manner. This is evdidently proved by the teachers by giving 100
%result for2nd consecutive year with 94% scores in X board exams which is a great
achievement. One thing I realised from this, it is not about big schoolorsmall school it is
about how the student were educated and trained to be the best. In that way I’m a proud
mother to say that I have chosen the best school.
The other activities like yoga, art and craft ,music and karate were taught by the school In a
very effective manner by well trained teachers. These activities made my son as well as
other studentsto exhibit their inborn talent. Each and every year the school conducted
many number of competitions such as science exhibition , art and craft, food ,fancy
dress,essay,oratorical competitions etc., School also arranged for inter school competitions
and district level competition also.Inturn most of the students won inummerable prizes.
The school gave equal importance to the sports.Physical fitness plays a vital role in the
growth of every student. Football ,kho kho,throwball, basketball,handball were trained to
the student by well trained Master. I always raise my hands for sports, this is because the
child’sdiscipline, concentrationand unity will definitely improve which is very important.
Coming onto the colorful moments of school is that, the celebrations. In Shree Gugans
School all kind of festivals like Pongal , Deepavali,Christmas, Independence day ,Republic

day, Teachers day and Children’s day were celebrated. I was so exicited to see not only my
son but other students also. I never miss to see the joyfulness and enjoyment in their faces.
The school is very particular in conducting these celebrations which is also important to
know about our culture and heritage.
Last but not least Correspondent madam. I am so glad to thank her for what my son is
today. She is Optimist.She who deserves the successright from day 1 of school. She was so
keen and cautious in the development and growth of each and every student. She took care
of every students academic as well as other activities. She made all students to participate
in each and every activities. It is not a possible thing to accomplish. But she always say
“Nothing is Impossible”.This optimistic view made my son to overcome from stage fear.
Women empowerment is once again proved.I adore my Mother , Mother Theresa Madam ,
Indra Gandhi Madam and Jayalalitha Madam in this line I wish to add yet another name
Madam Jayavanthini Sriram.
Here I wish to thank all the teachers of Shree Gugans. My special mentionsto Alamelu
madam (Principal) ,Varalakshmi madam and Selvi madam. The conversation and interaction
which I had with them is unforgettable. Sometimes I argued with them but at the end of
argument I was convinced with their reply. Suggestions of parents are always welcomed by
the school and some of them were also implemented by the school according to their
norms. This made meto continue my son in the school for about 13 years.
My humble suggestion to all the parents if you have any problem either in school or in your
child kindly discuss with the concern teacher or the management. Your intention must be in
solving the problem not to propoganda the problem which is of no use. In such a wayI
overcomed many things. Being a responsible parent it is very much important to realise that
the overallgrowth of a child is important.
To conclude I had never made any mistake in choosing Shree Gugans School and continued
for 13 years.My son this year appeared in the X board exam and scored a very good marks in
his board exam. The fundamental education
likeDISCIPLINE,NEATNESS,PUNCTUALITY,OBEDIENCE,HUMBLENESS,CLEANLINESS,SHARING,F
RIENDLINESS,PHYSICAL FITNESS AND THE KNOWLEDGEwhich was laid by the school to my
son , undoubtedly made my sonto move on to next level of education , which assures me
that one day my son will excel and reach his heights.
I‘m writingthis article to share my journey with the SGS,CBSE from its budding stage to this
level achieved by the management with lot of struggles and with the CO OPERATION OF
PARENTS,TEACHERS/STAFFS AND MAINLY THE STUDENTS. I WISH THE SCHOOL TO BECOME
ONE OF THE BEST SCHOOL IN TAMILNADU.
We proudly say we are from SGS2020BATCH.
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